
CHAPTER 28 - THE MISSING MATE

PERKS OF REJECTED MATE

Tyrone is currently inside his room creating another plan to find his mate but still getting no trace of her 

whereabouts. He can’t lose hope and neither does his wolf so they made sure to look and track each territory 

and boundaries. There was never a day that he doesn’t join the pack in search and rarely had time with his 

parents since everyone is busy with their own task. Paloma took the responsibility to feed the pack while 

Marcello is focused on training the other warriors for the possible battle. Agatha started to warm up with Warren 

after Tyrone gave him the clear instructions on what to expect to his cousin. 

'Twenty one days left for us to find her.' Owen finally talked to his human after the last week’s event.

'Owen!' I am so glad right now.” Tyrone was so happy and relieved to hear him again.

'I can't just sit back and let you do it yourself.' He sounded still still upset.

'I understand but let's talk later and focus on Diana. Can you sense anything from her?' Tyrone heads towards 

the bushes trying to catch even a faint scent.

'No I haven't since she accepted the rejection everything is now blocked.' He hissed at his human.

‘I know and I will accept all the blaming Owen.” Tyrone admitted to his wolf. 

Owen became silent but this time, he didn’t block him it’s more like their conversation was cut short when 

Marcel called Tyrone’s attention.

"Tyrone!” Marcel is now catching his breath. 

If there is an improvement that happens one week ago it was his communication with Marcel and his parents. 

His parents are still disappointed to him but they can see how much Tyrone is making an effort to find his mate 

that he rarely sleeps, this action was also noticeable by Marcel.  

"Is there any leads about Diana?" Tyrone opened the door widely.

"Yes!” Marcel exclaimed.
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“How?” Tyrone is just as excited with the news. 

“Our mind linked is now working and she sends me a message about her location." Marcel informed him.

"That's great! Where is she?” Tyrone is now more energetic.

"She was able to escape Hades and she is on her way to Sundown Forest.” Marcel relay it to him after hearing 

that information.

“We need to get her, I'll call the warriors!" Tyrone started getting up on his seat.

“Tyrone, we have one problem.”  Marcel paused. 

“What is it?" Tyrone suddenly felt anxious.

“Diana specifically told me one condition." He paused again.

“That is…?” Tyrone waited impatiently. 

"She... uhmm... wishes not to see you so you can't come with us." Marcel bowed his head.

"Oh I see. I understand.” Tyrone breathed deeply and stays calmed.
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“I'm sorry Tyrone.” Marcel says still in low tone.

“Go meet her now take Warren and the pack warriors with you in case." Tyrone pats his shoulder.

"Thank you, I'm going now." He head out the door.

Tyrone felt disappointed because he won’t be able to her but he knew he can’t ignore his mate’s demands. 

Diana might change her mind if she saw him, so even if Owen wanted to come and get Artemis but they both 

need to respect Diana. 

“I know you’re upset too but if that’s the only way to get her trust and forgiveness back then so be it.” Tyrone 

talked to Owen who is sulking.

‘It’s been my much awaited time to reunite with Artemis, I just wish she talks to me too.” Owen sighed.

“Maybe she will and she can convince Diana to see us.” Tyrone suggested.

“I could give it a try.” Owen agreed with him. 

“Tell me if you’re able to talk to her and we can work from there.” Tyrone saw hope on that idea.

“Will do.” Owen cuts their conversation. 

Tyrone decided to find his parents who are both attending to Minerva he chose to tell them that Diana has been 

found but left the part about her demands. Axelia sense her son’s emotions so she sends him a mind link, 

Tyrone explained to his parents about it and they understood his reason for being left behind instead of joining 

Marcel and the pack to the forest.
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“I’m sure she will come and see you Alpha.” Minerva suddenly spoke.

It was not a surprise to everyone that Minerva has that talent to mind read another’s person’s thought 

considering its one of her abilities as dieties. Tyrone and his parents explained this to he and she constantly 

shows improvement like her brother Marcel. 

“Do you think so?”  Tyrone went on eye level with her. 

“Yeah, Dee can be stubborn but she has a soft heart for everyone.” Minerva was on point on that. 

Tyrone is well aware of that and he is proud how his mate has been connecting with the other pack member 

even though she and Minerva is not yet a legal part of the pack. During pack meetings, Tyrone head a lot of 

good things about Diana such as how she used to help small children, cooks for them on her free time with 

Axelia. For Tyrone, those are the true qualities of a great Luna that he definitely missed out when he was still 

clouded with judgment. 

“You are definitely right on that Mini.” Tyrone agreed with her using the pet name that Diana used to her.

“Of course, she is my sister, silly.” Minerva giggled. 

“Alright, we better get you on the bath so you’re already freshened up when Diana arrived.” Axelia interrupted.

“We will go ahead, just meet us at the library once Minerva was settled.” Marco informed his wife.

“I will.” Axelia nods as she took Minerva’s small hands with her and walked towards the bathroom. 

Tyrone and his father decided to leave and they began to discuss their plan on the way to the library, 

afterwards they were joined by Marcello and the other pack members who became alerted about their Luna’s 

arrival. They were given strict command to guard every parameter and heightened their senses for any attacks 

that might happen once Diana is back on their pack. Everyone is ready to protect their Luna but the only 

underlying question for Tyrone is if Diana will be ready to face him.   
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